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Process Capability Metrics
… and how to get them to start

A White paper by Six Sigma Qualtec

“We’re two Sigma.” “We’re three Sigma.” “We’re negative Sigma.”
Good or bad, I always see a look of satisfaction in the face of a new Black Belt the first time that they calculate
the “Sigma level” for their process. As the namesake for the Six Sigma initiative, new practitioners are always
drawn to the Sigma level metric when studying capability analysis for the first time. Prior to embarking on a
capability study, students of Six Sigma should also be taught the importance of validating the integrity, relevance,
accuracy and precision of the metrics and measurement system that they are using to draw conclusions and make
recommendations. So it is only fitting that the validity of the Sigma-level metric be understood as well. To accom-
plish this we will determine the confidence interval for the Sigma level as an assessment of its precision. As we
will see, a significant level of uncertainty can exist in your Sigma-level metric depending on how you carry out
your capability analysis.

Students of statistics are all familiar with the concept of the confidence interval for the sample mean and standard
deviation.[1] Similarly, the confidence interval concept can be applied to other statistics such as the Z-score. The
Z-score, often referred to as the “Sigma Level,” is a measure of process or product capability commonly linked
with Six Sigma process improvement projects.[2] Given the importance of this statistic, it is critical for Black
Belts, process owners and management to understand the uncertainty associated with the determination of a Z-score.

The following example illustrates the derivation of a confidence interval for the Z-score. The derivation is based
on the confidence intervals for the mean and standard deviation, which are the two parameters found in the Z-score
formula. (See Equation 1.) The approach also makes use of Monte Carlo simulation, which will be described in
more detail later. (The example involves continuous time data. A similar outcome results from the analysis of
Z-scores derived from attribute data. However, that analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.)

Example

Management at ABC Corporation is interested in determining the capability of their order fulfillment
process vs. customer requirements. The key customer metric is shipment time – the time that it takes an
order to be received by a customer after the order has been placed. Shipment time is of particular interest
because a Black Belt team completed a project in this area six months ago and claimed significant improve-
ment (Prior to the project the Sigma level was 1.5). Consequently, an audit team completed a capability
study to see if the claimed improvements have been sustained. ABC Corporation is a low volume producer
and only ships five orders per month. Therefore, delivery times for thirty shipments are available since the
Black Belt project was completed six months ago. In the interest of time a decision was made to base the
audit on this sample of 30 shipments. Based on customer feedback, delivery times of less than 12 days are
acceptable. Results are shown next page in Figure 1:
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Based on this sample, average delivery time was 10.0 days with a standard deviation of 1.0 day. Using this
sample and a customer stated upper specification limit (USL) of 12 days capability analysis was completed
and is shown in Figure 2:

Based on this analysis Zusl = 2.0 which corresponds to 22750.06 ppm. (For simplicity sake, let us ignore
any discussion about the “1.5 Sigma shift” [2]. Also note that for this example unbiasing constants were not
used for the estimate of the process standard deviation and a subgroup size of 1 was used.[3])

At this point most audit teams would stop here and report that the delivery process is “two Sigma” and the
Black Belt team would take their reward or punishment depending on how this “number” was judged.
Recalling that the Z-score before the Black Belt project was 1.5 it does appear that an improvement was
made. But is a Z-score of 1.5 significantly different than 2.0, statistically speaking?

We must remember that the formula for Zusl (Equation 1) contains and s, which are only estimates of the
population mean and standard deviation. We must think about and s relative to their confidence intervals,
which are calculated using Equations 2 and 3.[1]

Figure 1
Delivery Time
Capability Study
Histogram

Figure 2
Process Capability
Analysis for
Delivery Time
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What if the true population mean is closer to the USL than ? The Z-score will be lower reflecting poorer
capability than reported. On the other hand, if the population standard deviation is close to the sample’s
lower confidence bound, the Z-score will be higher than reported.

To understand just how much higher or lower the true process capability might be (i.e., how much uncer-
tainty exists in the calculation of the Z-score) let us determine a confidence interval for the Z-score based
on the confidence intervals for and s using a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo approach is a
numerical method that utilizes a sequence of random numbers to perform the simulation. [4] Random num-
bers are selected in a series of trials from probability distribution functions (PDFs) that are assumed to rep-
resent the underlying behavior of the system. For example, many manufacturing process variables can be
described using a normal (or Gaussian) PDF.

Returning to our example, we begin by redefining ZUSL by combining equations 1-3 to give Equation 4.

In equation 4, tn is a random observation selected from a t-distribution with n degrees of freedom. ?2 is a
random observation selected from a Chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom. For the Monte
Carlo simulation values of t and ?2 are randomly chosen and Z-scores are calculated for each of these trials.
A distribution of possible Z-scores results. The resulting Z-scores can be transformed into defect rates in
parts per million (ppm). In practice we begin by creating a random sample of 1000 observations from a t-
distribution with 29 degrees of freedom (n=30 for this example). The resulting histogram is shown in
Figure 3.

Equation 1

Equation 3

Equation 4

Equation 2
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Each observation (an individual t-value) in this distribution is then inserted into the Equation 2 - the confi-
dence interval for the mean. Each result is a member of the distribution of possible population means based
on , the standard deviation of the sample and the number of observations (n=30) in the capability study. The
resulting histogram is shown in Figure 4.

Likewise, we can create a distribution of standard deviations by first generating a random sample of 1000
observations from a Chi-square distribution with 29 degrees of freedom (n=30 for this example). See Figure
5 on the next page.

Figure 3
t-distribution for 29
degrees of freedom
and 1000 observations

Figure 4
Distribution of delivery
time averages
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Each observation (an individual Chi-square value) in this distribution is then inserted into the Equation 3 -
the confidence interval for the standard deviation. Each result is a member of the distribution of possible
population standard deviations based on the standard deviation of the sample and the number of observa-
tions (n=30) in the capability study. The resulting histogram is shown in Figure 6.

We now have 1000 pairs of mean and standard deviation observations. Z-scores for each of these pairs can
be calculated using Equation 1 (USL=12). The resulting histogram of potential Z-scores and defect levels in
parts per million (ppm) are shown below in Figures 7 and 8. Defect levels in parts per millions are the pro-
portion of observations times 1X106 that exceed the USL based on a given Z-score.[3]

Figure 5
Chi-square distribution for
29 degrees of freedom
and 1000 observations

Figure 6
Distribution of delivery
time standard deviations
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We then plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the resulting Z-scores and identify the Z-scores
where the CDF equals 2.5% and 97.5% - see Figure 9. This essentially identifies the “95% Confidence
Interval” for the Z-score.

Figure 7
Possible Z-scores
for example

Figure 8
Defect Rate (ppm)
based on Z-score
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Based on this 95% confidence interval the true Z-score for the process could be as high as 2.653 or as low
as 1.412. These Z-values correspond to defect levels of 3989 ppm (Z=2.653) and 78975 ppm (Z=1.412).
Recalling that we calculated a Z-score of 2.0 (22750 ppm) we see that we may be overestimating the capa-
bility by 247% or underestimating the capability by 82%. Remembering that the process capability before
the Black Belt project had a Z-score of 1.5 we cannot say that the improvement had a statistically signifi-
cant impact since a Z-score of 1.5 is greater than the lower confidence limit for the Z-score of 1.412. 
Figure 10 illustrates the 95% confidence interval for the defect rate in ppm.

Figure 9
95% Confidence
Interval for Z-score

Figure 10
95% Confidence
Interval for Z-score
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Clearly, when a capability analysis is based on only 30 observations the uncertainty in the results can be
quite large. Depending on the frequency with which your processes generate data and the ease with which
process measurements can be collected 30 observations may be all that you can afford to collect for a capa-
bility study. On the other hand, if sample size is not an issue, how many samples should be collected to
minimize the uncertainty in a capability study?

To answer this question, we follow the procedure described above in which we create random t and Chi-
square distributions based on the sample size of interest and then calculate potential Z-scores based on
Equation 4. Results of this procedure are illustrated in Figures 11-13. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the upper
and lower confidence limits for the Z-score and defect rate for different sample sizes. Figure 13 illustrates
the width of the confidence interval. The width of the confidence interval is calculated by subtracting the
lower confidence level from the upper confidence level. Table 1 lists 95% confidence interval values for
different sample sizes.

It is worth noting that these results are consistent to those of Bissell [5] although the approaches are differ-
ent. Bissell calculates confidence intervals for Cpk. Defining Z=3Cpk the results presented here match
those in Reference [5] for large sample sizes. For small sample sizes the confidence level widths presented
here are wider. The differences result from the use of the t-distribution PDF here vs. the Z-distribution PDF
in [5].

Figure 11
95% Confidence
limits for Z-score
vs. sample size
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Figure 12
95% Confidence
limits for defect
rate vs. sample size

Figure 13
Confidence interval
width vs. Sample Size
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From Figure 13 we observe that for the width of the confidence interval to narrow to less than 10000 ppm
(1%) a sample size of approximately 1300 is required. For many processes a sample size of 1300 may sim-
ply be too expensive or take to long to collect to be practical. So what is a Black Belt to do? Recognizing
that capability metrics like the Z-score are not exact is an important first step. Quantifying the uncertainty
and defining acceptable levels of uncertainty are the next.

Conclusion

Through the use of standard definitions of the confidence intervals for the mean and standard deviation
coupled with Monte Carlo simulation we can determine confidence intervals for the Z-score. The analysis
highlights that significant uncertainty may exist in our capability measurements and that caution should be
exercised when reporting such data to management and making business decisions. At the same time we
must remember that Six Sigma is much more than a metric. Six Sigma is a set of tools, a problem solving
process and a company culture changing initiative that focuses on data based decision-making.
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95% Confidence
levels for Z and
ppm vs. sample size
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